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THE “OTHER” HYDRANGEAS
Nita-Jo

Rountree

It’s no wonder that hydrangeas are
among the best-loved flowering shrubs
and vines for American gardens. They
are low maintenance, and their longlasting blooms provide months of color
from spring to frost. Hydrangea macrophylla (means bigleaf), divided into
mopheads (hortensias) and lacecaps, is
the most well-known of the vast array
of hydrangea species, and the pace of
new cultivar introductions is nothing
short of a blur. In his book, Hydrangeas
for American Gardens, the renowned
University of Georgia professor, Dr.
Michael Dirr, writes, “My passion for the
genus, and certainly Hydrangea macrophylla, knows no bounds.” He further
writes, “A mass planting is spectacular
and can stop a getaway car of bank

Hydrangea ‘Blue Deckle’ (Nita-Jo Rountree)

robbers.” But some of the “other” lesser
known species such as H. serrata, H.

some cultivars ideal for containers and

planted next to a burgundy laceleaf

aspera, and H. angustipetala are just as

smaller gardens. In his Heronswood

Japanese maple—a stunning texture and

deserving of the enormous popularity

catalogs, Dan Hinkley wrote, “...

color contrast.

enjoyed by H. macrophylla.

they possess the most precious of any

Hydrangea serrata, so called because

‘Kiyosumi’—Ruby-red buds open to

flowers we have ever cultivated. Bred

pale pink sepals aging to white that are

they have serrated leaves, are also

for subtlety, not obesity, they bring an

edged in red; they are a perfect comple¬

sometimes called Japanese mountain

understated elegance to the garden that

ment to the foliage. New leaves emerge

hydrangeas because they are native to

might only adequately be described as

rich burgundy and gradually turn green

the mountains of Japan. They have lace-

pure charm.” A sampling includes:

infused with burgundy. It was found on

cap type inflorescence that are composed

‘Blue Deckle’ is an extremely florif-

Mt. Kiyosumi in Japan and is an early

of fertile flowers in the center that are

erous and robust cultivar that is a true

and exuberant bloomer. It grows to 3 ft.

surrounded by sterile flowers made up

repeat bloomer, blooming on both old

to 4 ft.

of sepals. This species is usually smaller

and new wood. It is especially large for a

in habit and slender stemmed but is

serrata and grows to 4 ft. x 4 ft. A beau¬

“many layers purple tiers” is extremely

lush growing and full blooming making

tiful specimen is at the Miller Garden

elegant with double sterile florets, each ►

‘Miyama-yae-Murasaki’ meaning
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THE “OTHER” HYDRANGEAS.. . continued from page 1
surround white, pink, or blue fertile flowers. The fertile
flower color varies with the soil pH. This robust but
compact grower only gets to 3 ft. high and wide and is a
free bloomer.
Hydrangea aspera—Some believe this is the queen
of the genus and deserves to be in more gardens. The
aspera hydrangeas are known for their large habit,
velvety leaves and hairy stems, and large dome-shaped
lacecap type blooms. Most are tall and slender growing
with sparse leaves that show off the exfoliating bark in
every season. These are native to the Himalayas, China,
and Taiwan. Bloom time is summer through fall, and
they are hardy from USD A zone 6 to 9.

‘Plum Passion’ is the first ever purple-leaved
hydrangea! Discovered in China, this exciting inimi¬
table shrub was brought to Monrovia by Dan
Hinkley and is included in their Dan Hinkley Col¬
lection. Foliage emerges a fuzzy greenish-purple
and quickly turns to deep purple on the upper
side of the leaf and rose plum on the underside. As
Above:

fall approaches, the leaves turn a kaleidoscope of

Hydrangea ‘Plum

colors in shades of yellow-gold to rosy-pink. The

Passion’

flowers are lacecap-types with pale pink sterile

Right:

flowers surrounding fertile flowers that open to

Hydrangea

fuzzy-looking lavender pins. It reaches 5 ft. to 6 ft.

‘Miyama-yae-

tall and wide.

Murasaki’

Hydrangea angustipetala—According to Dr.

(Nita-Jo Rountree)

Dirr, this species can be correctly lumped under
H. scandens subsp. chinensis. The most recent cultivar introduction from South Japan and Taiwan is
also in Monrovia’s Dan Hinkley Collection.

looking like a little pink or lavender rose depending on the

‘Golden Crane’ is the first shrub-type hydrangea of the

amount of aluminum in the soil that is available to the plant.
Aluminum availability is dependent on soil pH: Alkaline soils

season to bloom. The large lacecaps are composed of fertile

tie up the aluminum resulting in pink flower colors, whereas

flowers of a rich golden color turning to chartreuse as they

acidic soils make aluminum available to the plants resulting in

open, and they are surrounded by pure white sepals that are

flower colors in varying shades of blue and lilac. As the flowers

heavily serrated around the edges with a tiny golden dot in the

age, the colors deepen. The foliage is deeply toothed and long

center. It grows to 5 ft. x 5 ft.

pointed. Its very floriferous and grows to 4 ft.

These are just a few of the “other” hydrangea species that are

‘Shichidanka’ meaning “pretty maiden” is lovely and

equally as worthy of inclusion in any garden as are the hugely

demure, with double pink or lavender to blue flowers

and justifiably popular H. macrophylla. If ever a group of plants,

(depending on soil pH) with star-upon-star pointed sepals.

with their versatility and easy care, when in full plumage,

‘Shichidanka is ideal for containers and small gardens because

overshadows their subordinates, the hydrangeas do, eloquently

it only grows to 30 inches x 30 inches. If grown in containers,

and forcefully. Gardens should be graced not with one, but with

winter protection is advised.

many of the varied and beautiful species available. 11

‘Shirofuji’ means “White-capped Mt. Fuji.” Star-like pure
white fully double to triple sterile florets resembling snowflakes

Nita-Jo Rountree is a former president ofNHS.
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A GARDEN OF LAVENDER
An

lavender colors up the

tolerant. The most important part of watering is that the soil is

garden with a purple haze in mid-summer. The popularity of

well-draining. Once established, lavender is a good addition to

this multi-purpose herb can be attributed to its uses in and

meadows and perennial color plantings.

old-fashioned, fragrant herb,

out of the garden. The botanical name Lavandula comes from

There are numerous varieties of lavender available with

the Latin “lavare,” meaning “to wash.” Lavender is used as an

growth habits from 10 inches to over 4 ft. tall. Foliage colors

antiseptic rinse, a fragrant bathing herb, and its insect repel¬

range from deep green to intense silver; the flowers have an

lent properties fend off household pests. Linens washed in

array of shades from pale to dark purple. There are about 20

lavender-infused water give off a clean fragrance that naturally

species of Lavandula with numerous named varieties in each

deodorizes. The aromatic essential oil is present in the whole

category. Some of the more familiar include: angustifolia, inter¬

plant, but is distilled from the flower buds. The oil’s medicinal

media, pinnata, multifida, stoechas, and lanata. Try this short

qualities include skin cell renewal, relaxation, pain relief, and is

list of varieties that do well in our area.

well documented to calm migraine headaches. The versatility

English: L. angustifolia is the most common variety avail¬

of lavender also shows up in garden design as a ground cover

able and includes also the best winter hardy varieties. They

on sunny hillsides, hedges, and as a fragrant addition to mixed

are highly aromatic and have the deepest purple flower colors.

perennial borders.

Varieties: ‘Hidcote’, ‘Maillette’, ‘Munstead’, ‘Royal Velvet’, ‘Sachet’.

Lavender plants grow wild in Mediterranean regions of the

Spanish (sometimes termed French): L. stoechas can be

world, sweeping up rocky hillsides, emitting heavy fragrance

tender in some climates. There is little desirable fragrance and

in the air. In North America, no lavender species is native but

no medicinal value, but the flower bracts are large and showy.

cultivated varieties thrive in a hot, sunny site in the garden.

They have a long bloom season in the early summer making

Lavender loves rocky, lean soil. Drainage is vital; if soil is slow

them good for landscape use. Varieties: ‘Otto Quast’, ‘Hazel’,

draining or heavy clay, consider amending with pea gravel.

‘Blue Star’, ‘Wings of Night’, ‘Silver Anouk’.

White rock, gravel, or oyster shells at the base of the plants help

Lavandins: x lavandin is a hybrid cross of angustifolia and

to prevent rot that occurs when moisture is trapped between the

latifolia. Latifolias are best for high oil production, but the

plant and the soil. Little or no fertilizer is needed; a side dress of

quality of oil is not the same as the angustifolias. The cross of

organic fertilizer with lime will keep soil at pH 6-8 where laven¬

parentage bears large flowers, long stems, and good oil produc¬

der likes it. Pruning is not a mystery; it is all about timing. Cut

tion, which gives them intense fragrance in the garden. These

aged flower spikes in the fall just to the top of the foliage. Make

are the best varieties for crafting and fresh cut flowers. Varieties:

tidy rounded mushroom-shaped mounds, the shaping and

‘Grosso’, ‘Provence’, ‘Fred Boutin’, ‘Super’, ‘Gros Bleu’. B

light trimming is important to hinder rangy growth. A hard
pruning can be done in the spring when new leaf buds appear

Sue Goetz is an NHS member and garden designer who owns

at the lower part of the woody stems. Lavenders are drought-

Creative Gardener; www.thecreativegardener.com.

Left:

Lavandula
angustifolia
‘Maillette’
( Courtney
Goetz)
Right:

Lavandula
stoechas
‘Otto Quast’
(Sue Goetz)
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TENTH ANNUAL MEET THE BOARD TOUR
Sunday, July 27, noon to 5:00 pm
Back by popular demand,

the NHS Board cordially invites

you to spend Sunday afternoon, July 27, touring unforget¬
table gardens with us. Now in its tenth year, the NHS garden
tour was suggested by past president, Pat Riehl, and originated
by Nita-Jo Rountree to provide members and their friends the
opportunity to tour outstanding private gardens. A highlight
of the tour is the unique chance to meet NHS board members,
your greeters at each garden. Be sure to ask questions as each
garden brings diverse talents and interests to the table.
And, in the interest of getting you better acquainted with
the NHS board, look forward to fun facts about them, such as:
What was your most extravagant garden splurge? What three
people would you invite to a dinner? Answers and a full color

interactive pdf map will be e-mailed in July.

SCOT ECKLEY AND DEVIN FITZPATRICK
408 NE 95TH STREET, SEATTLE, WA 98115
HOSTS: DEBORAH CHEADLE AND DANIEL MOUNT

Enjoy this exclusive, FREE tour only for NHS members and
their friends. A special thanks to the garden owners for sharing
their spaces for the afternoon!

Local landscape designer Scot Eckley

recently shared

his secrets for maximizing small spaces at the NHS Spring
Symposium: Small Space—Big Impact! Journey through the
front reception garden to reach a back yard full of great spaces
designed for outdoor living. The use of color and texture,
combined with features such as pleached hedges, pots, and
an oversized fountain create a sense of space in the small city
garden.

CISCOE AND MARY MORRIS GARDEN

JOAN CAINE
14729 38TH AVENUE NE
LAKE FOREST PARK, WA 98155
HOSTS: MARIE WEILER AND CATHY VAN DYKE
“Not a day that goes by

that I don’t get tremendous

pleasure from this garden.. .it provides a deeply satisfying
sense that my own little corner of the world is a sanctuary”
muses garden owner Joan Caine. The design of this vegetable
and herb garden is highly functional, in addition to providing
unique sculptural elements. Designed in 2005 by Cameron
Scott of Exteriorscapes, it features curvilinear raised beds
constructed of 1/4 inch thick recycled steel with a spiral herb
tower in the center.
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CISCOE AND MARY MORRIS
7554 44TH AVENUE NE
SEATTLE, WA 98115
NHS BOARD MEMBER
HOSTS: RAY LARSON AND MEGHAN FULLER
The vibrant plantings

in this garden reveal a true oasis of

desire. Lush, flowery abundance overflows the parking strips
and extends to all corners of the extensive corner lot. Even the
driveway is covered with pots of cactus and exotics. Time man¬

SUSAN PICQUELLE AND JIM MEADOR
11924 LAKESIDE AVENUE NE
SEATTLE, WA 98125
HOST: JACKIE WHITE

agement is of the utmost for Ciscoe, as planting, weeding and
watering must fit between TV, radio, and personal appearance
commitments. Ciscoes and Mary’s touches bring forth the very
best each plant has to offer, despite the couples sweet-natured
competition for space in their standing-room-only garden.

This is a garden all about solutions.

Don’t miss this chance to admire their plants or to ask ques¬

a steep lot “now terraced and tamed, but of course, never

tions. You may even elicit an “ooh la la” or two!

finished” in the words of landscape designer Susan Picquelle,

Gardening on

was the first challenge tackled. A formal courtyard garden is
next down the slope, replete with raised beds filled beyond
capacity. Not-to-be-missed features: a tropical garden and koi
pond, the prehistoric bog garden with a requisite dinosaur
hatchling, and a xeric garden. Throughout, the focus is on
foliage, using wide ranges of texture, size, and color.

JOHN LONGRES AND JEFF GRAHAM
2357 N. 60TH STREET
SEATTLE, WA 98103
HOSTS: DEBORAH HEG AND EMILY DEXTER
Every available space in this corner

SUE TONG
4837 NE 85 STREET
SEATTLE, WA 98115
NHS BOARD MEMBER
HOSTS: CHUCK OGBURN AND MARK LYKE

garden in Green

Lake has been utilized, including the 12 ft. wide planting
strips. In 2006, the garden was cleared of all vegetation and,
working with a landscaper to install the hardscape, John

Standing on top of the world:

and Jeff’s vision for their future garden began to take shape.

upon entering this sumptuous Inverness garden. The front

Wander down paths of stepping stones and colorful crushed

garden greets you with a gunnera leaf sculpture created by

rock through mixed borders, to the sunny vegetable garden.

Bainbridge artists Little and Lewis. Italian cypress and other

Significant additions include a shade garden, a new front

drought-tolerant plants add to the Mediterranean theme. A

entrance, and a sitting area on the east. Their approach has

large stone terrace in back is adjacent to the Little and Lewis

been more romantic than formal: lush, relaxed, and casual.

pond with three water columns surrounded by boxwood

The garden is a walk around with either front or back gates.

hedges and white carpet roses. This garden is a visual feast

Entering either leads you on the path to enjoyment.

from curbside to rear garden.
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DESIGNING A GARDEN WITH
SUMMER ENTERTAINING IN MIND
Many gardeners say they can never

dinner. Add a space in the morning sun for that cup of coffee to

sit down for a minute

in their gardens because they see a weed to pull or a plant to

start your day.

deadhead. Adding spaces for entertaining encourages spending

Consider a covered space to add a cozy atmosphere foster¬

time in your creation with family and friends. In addition, open

ing a sense of shelter and a contrast with the open area in the

space in the garden serves as a foil for the surrounding plants.

garden. Provide a solid roof for rain shelter. An arbor festooned

Sweden, where the summers are short, has lessons for Seat¬

with climbing plants serves as a sun shield on a hot patio. Grow

tle. A friend described his visit to a Swedish family. “They really

kiwis or grapes to add edible plants to the dining area. Or

know how to enjoy summer, with many places in their gardens

provide shade overhead with wide spreading trees. My neighbor

to gather, all depending on the time of day and the weather:

has the perfect one, Winter King hawthorn (Crataegus viridis

one for the morning sun, one for the afternoon, and another for

‘Winter King’), a medium size tree reaching 25 feet tall, offering

shelter from a breeze.” In Seattle, where the clouds part and the

spring bloom and summer berries.
Lighting adds atmosphere, whether candles, lanterns, or

sun shines for a few glorious months, we can do the same.

unseen spotlights that light the surrounding foliage. Water

What kind of entertaining do you do? A small group gettogether or crowds of revelers, or both? Flexibility is the key.

features bring sound and movement, and can be as simple as a

Create a space or two for a table and chairs for intimate get-

ceramic pot with a small pump to add a sparkling jet of water.
Enjoy the paradise that your passion has created by inviting

togethers and plan for overflow space for bigger groups, such as

others to share it. Celebrate with them what your carefully chosen

a lawn for extra tables and chairs.

and tended plants bring to your outdoor living spaces. H

One of my favorite garden transformations was for friends
in the Bryant neighborhood. At a party at their house, I noticed
they had no level area in their yard for the many guests to sit.

Phil Wood is the owner/principal of Phil Wood Garden Design

When I had the opportunity to design their garden, I added

in Seattle.

seating-height 18 inch walls to level the yard, and wide stone
steps for guests to sit on.
Even in a large garden, consider dividing off an intimate
space for entertaining. Use fences, walls, or hedges to create
an outdoor room and screen out neighbors. Variations in the
surfaces underfoot make one area distinct from another as do
changes in level.
Consider location: Connect a patio next
to the house with French doors for easy
indoor-outdoor access or place it at the
end of the garden for a sense of retreat.
Furniture creates the heart of the space
and declares that this is a place for gather¬

Above:

ing. When starting fresh in designing an

patio shows a yard

entertainment area, get out the furniture

lacking a place for

to see how big the footprint needs to be.

outdoor entertaining.

I find that the bare minimum is 10 ft. by

Left:

10 ft. for a small table. Allow room for

creates a level spot on

pushing chairs in and out and walking

a slope. The chairs,

around seated diners. Create a space for

stone bench, and wide

dining and another space with chairs and a

steps provide seating.

low table for drinks and appetizers before

(Phil Wood)
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~ THANKS TO OUR 2014 PATRONS ~

LITERARY NOTES

The Wednesday Evening Lecture Series would not be possible
without the tremendous support of our patrons. Their
generosity helps NHS provide a world-class educational
program for Northwest gardeners. Thank you, patrons!

FROM THE MILLER LIBRARY
Brian

Louise Abbott
Joeseph Abken
Catherine L. Allan
Jean Amick
Phoebe Andrew
Alison S. Andrews
Barbara Asmervig
Karen Babbitt
Bob and Annette Barca
Douglas Bayley
Charlotte Behnke
Karen A. Benson
Jim and Suzette Birrell
Becky Blackstock
Nicola Bocek-Lilley
Constance Bollen
Elisabeth Bottler
Jayne Bray
Richard A. Brown
Walt Bubelis
Whit Carhart
Deborah Cheadle
Patty Church
Marianna Clark
Michael J. Coie
Country Garden Antiques
Stacie Crooks,
Crooks Garden Design
Nancy Daar
Lynn and Ralph Davis
Lynne De Merritt
Emily Dexter
Tina Dixon
Anita Dunn
Sylvia Duryee
Janet and Michael Endsley
Sue Ewens
Cindy and Dave Fairbrook
Kirsten Fitzgerald
Lorene Edwards Forkner
Meghan Fuller
Cana Fulton
Cindy Funes, Urban Botanicals
Jerry Gettel and Judith Thornton
Maren Gilliland
Marilyn Glenn
Sue Goetz
Greg Graves and Gary Waller,
Old Goat Farm
Jan Hadley
Virginia Hand Design
Margaret Hayes-Thombre and
Rahul Thombre
Ellen S. Hecht
Nancy Heckler
Deborah Heg
Catherine Hulenbrand
Carol Holloway
Gail Hongladarom
Deborah Horn
Yolanda B. Houze
Darlene and Dan Huntington
Becky Johnson
Ann Keller
A. C. Kennedy, Inc.
Anne Keppler
Marcia and Jerry Kindinger
Rozella Kleven
Karin Kravitz
Denise Lane
Raymond J. Larson
Susan and Barry Latter

Thompson

MB
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Done with dahlias?

If not, or if you have found the middle

ground like Daniel Mount and his partner Michael, consider a
browse through the many books, magazines, nursery catalogs,
and yearbooks the Miller Library has to offer about these seduc¬
tive flowers. My favorite of these is Dahlias of Today, a yearbook
published by the Puget Sound Dahlia Association since the
early 1980s.
What is a yearbook? These are typically written for the enthu¬
siast, the members of plant societies focused on a single genus.
And, I do mean focused! Articles delve into the minutiae of
planting and growing techniques and grooming your beauties for
a show; while lists of winners convince you there are still many
must-have varieties to add to your already overstuffed garden.
Dahlias of Today has all of this, but much more too. For
example, Steve Nowotarski writes in the 2014 edition about the
many uses of coffee grounds in the garden, and the value of leaf
mold and how to make your own. Wayne Lobaugh introduces
you to mignon single dahlias, small plants loaded with flower
power that work perfectly in the perennial border or in a pot on
your high-rise balcony.
If you are “done with dahlias,” there are many other offerings
in the Miller Library yearbook section. Rhododendron Species is
another local publication that I look forward to every year. Pub¬
lished by the Rhododendron Species Foundation and Botanical
Garden in Federal Way, articles in the 2014 edition will take you
trekking in the high mountains of China and India, sightseeing
old gardens in England and New Zealand, or visiting a rhodo¬
dendron nursery in California.
The Royal Horticultural Society of Britain is a major
publisher of yearbooks. Embrace your inner galanthophile
with their Daffodil, Snowdrop and Tulip Yearbook or, if your
plantings are on a larger scale, consider selections from Rhodo¬
dendrons with Camellias and Magnolias.
The Miller Library’s collection of yearbooks has some runs
dating to the early twentieth century and subjects that include
many garden favorites. If you give in to your passion for dahlias,
or roses, or orchids, or... this is the perfect place to indulge. H
Brian Thompson is the manager and curator of horticultural
literature for the Elisabeth C. Miller Library.
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Jeanne Marie Lee
Ann Lesan
Ann LeVasseur
Janet Lewinsohn
Judy Likness and Cheryl Hughey
Toni Loomis
Mark Lyke
Kevin Lyon
Hans and Tina Mandt
Susie Marglin
James K. Marshal
Gillian Mathews
Pamela McAlpine
Kathy Meislahn
Lindsay Michimoto
Jens Molbak, Molbak’s LLC
Renee Montgelas
Maureen Morris
Ann Neel
Lee and John Neff
Sue Nevler
Chuck Ogburn
Sue Olsen, Folige Gardens
Faye M. O’Neil
Ann Ormsby
Maryann Pember
Susan Petersen, Urban Earth
Susan Picquelle
Beverly Pierson
Dinny Poison
Monte Powell
Suzanne Ragen
Ranee’s Lawn Care
Ravenna Gardens
Katherine Read
Judy Redmond
Nita-Jo and Randy Rountree
Marilou Rush
Liz Sanborn
Jean Savory
Canan Savrun
Gale and Marcel Schwarb
Mary Shane and Charles Symens
Jean Skerlong
Richie Steffen and Rick Peterson
Phillip Stoller
Sunnyside Nursery
Swanson’s Nursery
Terri Kay Tarver
Walter Thompson
Sue Tong
Shelagh Tucker
Cathy Van Dyke
Gale Wald
Ralene Walls
Margaret Watson
Jean Weaver
Marie Weiler
Jackie White
Joanne White
Sherri Wilson
Marty Wingate
Withey Price Landscape and
Design, LLC
Phil Wood
Woodinville Garden Club
Dr. John A. Wott
Jennifer Wyatt
Ann P. Wyckoff
Sharon and David Yonashiro
Holly z.ipp
Zi
Sally Zofl
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VOLUNTEER PROFILE:

POLLY HANKIN
Deborah

When asked where her love

Cheadle

of gardens

yearlong landscape design course, Polly

comes from, NHS board member Polly

was a taskmaster, demanding the best of

Hankin, landscape architect and retired

her students as she trained them in the

teacher of horticulture and design at

process and mechanics of design. Many

Edmonds Community College, is no dif¬

of the actively working landscape design¬

ferent than most gardeners: she recalls the

ers in Seattle credit Polly with successfully

garden of her grandparents. Her grand¬

preparing them to practice their craft.

mother grew ferns and flowers to use in

Polly is the new coordinator for classes

her watercolor paintings. Her grandfather

for NHS, continuing the efforts of her two

was in charge of the vegetables.

predecessors, Maryann Pember and Nita-Jo

That early exposure to gardening,

Rountree. “Those are big shoes to fill,” says

however, did not lead in a straight path

Polly, who recognized she’d need a whole

to her subsequent career. “I moved from

committee to match their success.
Since retiring from Edmonds Commu¬

coastal Maine to Seattle in 1979 without a

Polly Hankin (Linda Tocolli)

clue what I would do here,” says Polly. Her
path included a stint at Seattle Central Com¬

nity College last June, Polly and her husband
have been building a house and garden on

munity College studying sewing, pattern making, and design;

Harstine Island where she’s having to learn about deer. She’s

five years as co-owner of a millinery business; then returning to

also taking painting and drawing classes at Gage Academy.

school to earn distribution requirements and figure out a new

Polly’s goals for this year’s NHS classes: “Give the people

career. “I realized that landscape architecture combined design

what they want! And share information to help people make

with the study of the natural world,” explains Polly. She gradu¬

good choices in their gardens.” Polly may have retired from

ated from the University of Washington’s School of Landscape

teaching, but it seems her passion for education has not

Architecture in 1989.

diminished, and we, fellow NHS members, are the lucky ben¬

Her first job out of the UW was with the Washington State

eficiaries. Thanks for all that you do for NHS! S

Department of Transportation designing the landscape plan for
the 1-90 lid. She then worked in private practice before “find¬

Deborah Cheadle is a garden designer and former student of

ing a home at Edmonds Community College” where she taught

Polly Hankin. Deborah has gardened for 37 years at her 2-acre

a range of courses for twenty years. In her highly regarded,

home on Bainbridge Island.

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
Susan Bartlett
Judy Bedell
Elaine Brogdon
Karen Clark
Judy Clausen
Jan Davis
Marcia Fromhold
Lorree Go

Mandie Hawkins
Sally Isaiou
Janey Koester
Dai Nakashima
Mary Anne Osborn
Pam Owen
Wan-Chi Punga
Judy Roberts-Wabey
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Zachary Stratton
Erin Tap scott
Cheryl Teague
Cindy Tencick
Molly Thompson
Dawn W. Todd
Chris Watson
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THE STORY OF PLANTS: DAHLIAS
Daniel

Mount

primarily the first two brought

“I’m done with dahlias.”

How could someone, who

to Spain in the eighteenth

had amassed over 300 dahlias

century, D. coccinea and D.

in five short years, and a third

pinnata—have gone into the

of those his own hybrids, speak

crossing and back-crossing of

such words? But that’s what my

what has become the kaleido¬

partner, Michael, growled in

scopic genus, D. x hortensis.

January 2009, after the engorged

Considered too gangly for

Snoqualmie River receded from

the formal garden, Victorians

our land. His dahlia tubers, sit¬

eschewed the early cultivars,

ting in our raised drive “out of

landing the once royal dahlia

harm’s way,” were covered with

in the cottage garden, and its

two feet of water. It was the third

hybridization in the hands of

time they had gone under since

enthusiastic amateurs. What

the previous November.

has evolved in these hands is
mind boggling.

Now 300, or so, dahlias

The American Dahlia

aren’t so many compared to the
200,000 registered cultivars to

Society (ADS) created an

date. But try to imagine digging

intricate system of classifica¬
tion for these wide-ranging

and storing that many dahlias
each year, and imagine our tiny

Dahlia ‘Giovanna’ (Michael Boudreaux)

cultivars. There are eight size, 19
form, and 15 color categories.

kitchen stuffed to the gills with

These are combined to make around 650 distinct classification

seed trays in February. I was glad he was done with dahlias.
Michael didn’t really like dahlias at first. He called them

numbers to help organize the hundreds of thousand of dahlias

“neurotic inbred show dogs.” Yet one dahlia caught his eye,

into some sort of order. The ADS has also spawned numerous

‘Show Off’. What followed was an obsession, which led to two

regional and local clubs, a good dozen right here in the North¬

exceptional cultivars, the lovely ‘Giovanna’ and the charming

west, what many consider the dahlia epicenter of the U.S.
Since Michael announced, “I’m done with dahlias,” we have

oddity ‘Rosebud’. Both were lost to that fateful January flood.

reduced ourselves to growing a handful each year for cutting.

It’s easy to be done with dahlias when you see a soggy pile of
their tubers on your drive getting snowed on. It’s another thing

We don’t dig them; we just let them melt into our soggy, cold

when they are in mid-summer full-bloom. Dahlia expert Ted

winter soils. We replant anew each spring, trying new ones, but

Collins praises dahlias’ multiplicity: “There is a color for every

always growing a few of our favorites.
As I wrote this, we enumerated our favorites, jogging our

mood, a form for every situation, and a size for every occasion.”
This was not always the case.

minds with pre-2009 photos. ‘Wharton’s Blue Streak’, ‘Barbarry

Around 1789 when dahlias first arrived in Spain from

Dominion, ‘Obsidian, and ‘Camano Thunder’ got our dahlia-

Mexico, they were touted as a new food crop, a rival to the

loving-hearts pumping again. Though Michael and I share

popular potato. But they were quickly rejected, being con¬

many favorites, we don’t always agree. I have a predilection for

sidered not only unpalatable but also indigestible. Instead of

tight flowers, like ‘Pineapple Lollipop’, while Michael prefers

becoming the next European super food, the dahlia became a

them frothy, naming ‘Citron de Cap’ his favorite, if he’s pressed

curiosity grown primarily in royal botanical gardens. It was in

to pick only one.
But picking just one is always a problem. HI

one such garden, Empress Josephine’s Chateau de Malmaison
outside Paris, that the craze for dahlias took root.

This summer Daniel will post numerous photos and more infor¬

There are over 30 species in the genus Dahlia, native to

mation about dahlias on his blog at mountgardens.com.

Mexico and Central America. Of those, only four species—and
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Plant Introductions at the Miller Garden
A History of Horticulture with Holly Zipp

Wott’s Words of Wisdom on Garden Maintenance
with John Wott and Preston Pew

The Miller Garden is home to many rare and unusual plants, as
well as many more that are familiar and widely used in our home
gardens. Many of these plants were introduced into horticulture
by Betty Miller herself. Come tour the garden with head gardener,
Holly Zipp, and learn about this legacy and how it is being contin¬
ued at the garden today.

Learn how to keep a “smallish” city garden looking fresh and
exciting after 20 years of existence. Original design by Hinkley and
Jones, the garden features woody plants in front, while the rear
garden contains a backbone of woodies and colorful perennials and
annuals. Learn how to control the “thugs” and how you can find
room for those new plants. Care and maintenance will be stressed.

—

Location: Wott Garden/Seattle

Location: Miller Botanical Garden, Seattle

Fee: Members: $25.00 Non-Members: $35:00 Limit:

Fee: members: $25.00 non-members: $35:00 limit: 15

MM

15

FRIDAY, JULY 11, 9:00 AM-12:00 PM

SATURDAY, AUGUST 2,10:00 AM-12:00 PM

Meet the Designer with Phil Wood
and Wade Bartlett

Turn Your Backyard into a Jungle with Justin Galicic
Justin Galicic has created a completely immersive tropical-themed
garden that functions as a serene outdoor living space. Discover
new plants from the high-altitude tropics that are proving to be
hardy for us here in the Pacific Northwest. Be prepared to feel the
spirit of aloha waft through the air as he outlines the steps he took
to go from a boring blank backyard to a stunning slice of suburban
Seattle paradise!

The tour will begin in a garden in Hawthorne Hills that was
repurposed by Phil Wood for a busy family. The garden was
redesigned with space for entertaining and low maintenance in
mind. The second garden is in the Sand Point Country Club and
was designed by Susan Yakimi and Wade Bartlett of Rock Solid
Landscapes. Similar to the first garden, this mature landscape
was repurposed for a growing family, including a 13 ft. outdoor
fireplace and sitting wall, the perfect hangout for teenagers and
their friends.

Location: Galicic Garden/Normandy Park
Fee: Members: $25.00 Non-Members: $35:00 Limit:

TUESDAY, AUGUST 5, 10:00 AM-12:00 PM

Location: Hawthorne Hills Garden/Seattle

Designing from the Garden with Gary Waller

Fee: Members: $35.00 Non-Members: $55:00 Limit: 15

Join Gary Waller, an award-winning AIFD floral designer with
over 35 years of experience, to learn how to make creative
bouquets from plant material in the garden. Gary also incor¬
porates found and everyday objects that you might not think
of in arrangements. The creativity and originality he uses in his
approach to design brightens up any room anytime of the year.

SATURDAY, JULY 12, 9:00 AM-12:00 PM

Meet the Designer with Richard Hartlage
Over the years many of you have seen Richards work in both
public and private gardens in the Pacific Northwest and on the
East Coast. This is an opportunity to see how he has designed his
personal garden which includes incredible plant selections and an
aviary for his other passion.

Location: Old Goat Farm/Orting
Fee: Members: $25.00 Non-Members: $35:00 Limit:

Location: Hartlage Garden/Seattle
Fee: Members: $35.00 Non-Members: $55:00 Limit:

15

15

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 20,10:00 AM-3:00 PM
10

The Alpine Flora of Burroughs Mountain
Wildflower Hike with Daniel Mount

TUESDAY, JULY 15,10:00 AM-12:00 PM

Come see the interestingly diminutive wildflowers of Burroughs
Mountain in Mount Rainier National Park. This hike will start
at the Sunrise parking lot and pass through subalpine and alpine
meadows before reaching the strange “moonscape” of Burroughs
Mountain where we will lunch with spectacular views of Mount
Rainier and listen to the whistling of marmots and the cracking
of glaciers. Be prepared for a 6 mile hike with a 1,000 ft. elevation
gain. Bring your cameras, goodies, and friends for a fun day of
hiking, botanizing and socializing.

Create Late Summer Splendor
with Melinda Duplessis
Once the splendor of spring and early summer have passed,
how do you keep the garden full of color and interest? Come
and see in a beautiful Northwest estate garden, perched over
Puget Sound. Gardener Melinda Duplessis will explain how she
extends the season with layering and careful choice of under¬
story plants.
Location: Snyder Garden/The Highlands, Seattle
Fee: Members: $25.00 Non-Members: $35:00 Limit: 16

Location: Burroughs Mountain
M

Fee: Members: $35.00 Non-Members: $55:00 Limit: 20
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Greg
This is the time of year

EDITOR
Judy Redmond

Graves

judyredmond@frontier.com

when we really get to enjoy our gardens and maybe a few

DESIGNERS
Judy Redmond and
Constance Bollen
cbgraphics

others. Everything has recovered from the bad weather of winter and a cold, wet
spring and come back to life just like we knew it would. That is why we garden, right?
Hope springs eternal.

cbgseattle@comcast.net

In my own garden I have been busy editing. After nine years out here and build¬
ing the garden, it is time to focus a little more closely on the details. Some of the plants I knew would be
good fillers have filled in a bit too much and need to be reduced. I don’t mind that so much because it
does open up space and gives me some place to plant what I bought at some of the spring plant sales. Even
though I have my own nursery I can always manage to find some treasures at any given plant sale or on a
garden tour.
Speaking of garden tours, the Meet the Board Tour is coming up on July 27. [See pages 4-5 for more
info.] This year it will feature several gardens in the north end of Seattle. This popular event is an excellent
opportunity to spend the day with other like-minded gardeners and NHS members and enjoy some very
fine gardens. As a side benefit you get to meet many of the board members who will be in each garden. I
look forward to meeting many of you throughout the day.
During the summer we take a little break from the lecture series but there are still plenty of activities
sponsored by NHS. There are classes and tours; information about these can be found on our website.

CONTRIBUTING
TO THIS ISSUE
Deborah Cheadle
Stacie Crooks
Sue Goetz
Greg Graves
Polly Hankin
Ellen Hecht
Karin Kravitz
Daniel Mount
Nita-Jo Rountree
Brian Thompson
Phil Wood

In September, you can look forward to the big plant sale sponsored by NHS. Being one of the largest
plant sales in the area, it is definitely not to be missed. The NHS plant sales are the only ones I work at as a
plant vendor for Old Goat Farm. I always look forward to the chance to talk plants with people.

PRINTER
Mike Klinke,
Impression Printing

I have a few new chairs in the garden and look forward to sitting in them and enjoying the fruits of my
labors this summer, which is the most comfortable season in the garden. I hope you’ll do the same. El
Greg Graves is the president of NHS.

SAVE THE DATES!

2014 NHS GRANTS OFFERED
The NHS Board has made grant funds available for 2014 and

is currently accepting grant applications for consideration. The
award of 2014 Grants will be made at the 2014 NHS Annual
Meeting. Applications must be received by September 1, 2014,
and should include the following:

•
*
•

•
•

•

A narrative describing the project and the goals of the project
(not to exceed two pages).

•
•

•

A description of the applicant, i.e., individual, non-profit
company or institution, or other. A list of key individuals involved in the project, and directors and officers, if
applicable.

•
•
•
•

The amount requested and the project budget. The applicant
should note whether follow-on funding will be required,
whether matching funds or other funding is available, and
whether the applicant has received NHS funding in the past.

•
*
*
•

A copy of the applicants annual report (if any) and most
recent financial statement.

*
•

The project timeline and schedule. Include the date by which
NHS will receive a report on the success of the project and a
copy of the completed work, if applicable.

l
*
•

Name(s) of the person(s) to whom correspondence should
be addressed, and who will report on the project to the NHS
Grant Committee.

*
•
•

•
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2014 MILLER LECTURE
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 7:30 PM

Dan Hinkley, Steve Lorton, and
Valerie Easton Speakers
Betty Miller and the Miller Garden
Location: Meany Hall, University of Washington
Reservations will be taken beginning in mid-August.

2014 NHS FALL PLANT SALE
Friday, September 12
Noon-6:00 PM
Saturday, September 13
9:00 AM-2:00 PM
location: North Seattle Community College
arts and Sciences Garage
9600 College Way N., Seattle, WA 98103

Northwest Horticultural Society
Non-Profit
Organization
U.S. Postage
PAID

P.O. Box 4597
Rolling

Bay, WA

98061-4597

Seattle, WA
Permit No. 4842

ELISABETH C. MILLER LIBRARY
UW Botanic Gardens
Box 354115
Seattle, WA
98195-4115

JUN 1 3 2014

Carex morrowii ‘Variegata’, Salvia superba ‘Blue Queen, Heuchera x ‘Marmalade', Heuchera Velvet Night’,
Salvia x nemorosa ‘May Night’, Bergenia ‘Bressingham Ruby’, and Geranium himalayense ‘Gravetye’
Glass balls artist: Johanna Jones, AW pottery water container: Iris bowl
What good is the warmth of summer, without the cold of winter to give it sweetness.
John Steinbeck (1902-1968) American Pulitzer prize-winning author

Telephone: 206-780-8172 « Web: www.northwesthort.org $ E-mail: nwhort@aol.com
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